It was six men of Indostan
Recall those men of Indostan To learning much inclined, To learning so inclined, Who went to see the Elephant Who went to see an elephant (Though all of them were blind), Though all of them were blind? That each by observation How each an observation made, Might satisfy his mind.
Then spake his piece of mind?
The First approached the Elephant, Cried one, ''Tis nothing but a wall!'' And happening to fall Two others did decree Against his broad and sturdy side, ''It's like a fan!'' and ''It's a snake!'' At once began to bawl:
The fourth said, ''Ah, a tree!'' ''God bless me! but the Elephant The fifth avowed, ''I feel a spear!'' Is very like a wall!''
The last? ''A rope!'' quoth he. 
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